
BY JOHN ]. SCHULTZ, *W2EEY/1

A simplified de sign method is presented for anyone who would like to con
struct a reduced length antenna in a restricted space and take advantage

of the proven superiority of helical loading techniques.

I T H AS been proven by the tests of many an
tenna designs that helical inductive loading is
superior to lumped impedance loading- such
as the usual center or base loading coil
scheme. Helical loading provides both a form
of inductive loading and capacitive load ing
and the bandwidth and impedance restric
tions are far less than with lumped constant
loading.

Which form of loading can be used, how
ever, often depends upon the physical condi
tions under which an antenna is used. In a
mobile situation, for instance, the bandwidth
restraint imposed by lumped inductive load
ing of a whip is often accepted because of the
ease of constructing such an antenna. Some
mobile antennas are available using helical
loading but they are not easily constructed
by an amateur in his workshop and the small
diameter rod used only minimally allows the
advantages of the helical construction to be
realized.

The home station situation, however,
where some additional space (although not
enough for full size antennas on all bands) is
available presents an ideal opportunity to
utilize helical construction. For instance, such
a form of antenna, even for the low-frequen
cy bands (80 and 40 meters) , can be
constructed using a diameter of a few inches
and roof or attic mounted. The efficiency will
not be that of a full-size dipole but certainly it
will be superior to any form of lumped con
stant loaded antenna. If the diameter of the
form used to support the antenna can be made
large enough, the helical may also have some
unique advantages when a horizontally polar-
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ized antenna is desired but where space con
straints do not allow the antenna to be aimed
"broadside" to the desired direction.

The advantage comes about, as shown in
fig. I , du e to the changing radiat ion pallern
of a hel ical antenna. Figure I (A) shows a
conventional helical loaded V:z ,\ dipole. As
with a regular dipole, the usual figure eight
rad iation pattern results with the maximum
radiation "broadside" to the an tenna. How
ever, as the diameter of the dipole helical
winding is made larger, some axial mode radi
ation develops as shown in fig. I ( B). There
is no exact study data available to confirm the
extent of the axial radiation for dipole an
tennas. It seems probable, however, that when
the diameter approaches the lineal length of
one half of the helical dipole that the axial
rad iation will be about as strong as the broad
side radiat ion. In its extreme form axial mode
rad iation is used as a basis for a u.h.f. helical
antenna with very high gain and directivity
having essentially no broadside radiation.

This brief article presents a simple design
method to build a helical antenna when one
knows a bout what space is available and
wishes to fit an antenna into that space for
operation on a particular band. T he design
method allows for options regarding the di
ameter of the helical antenna in case it is de
sired to try to take advantage of the axial
radiation possibilities of the helical design.

Design Method
Figure 2 presen ts the basic design chart for

a helical as a function of its various dimen
sions. The chart is not based upon a certain
frequency and so can be used to design an an
tenna for anyone of the amateur bands. The
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Fig. l-Small diameter helical dipole has radiation pattern simi lar ta narmal dipole (A). As diam
eter is increased. however, some axial radiation occurs to make pottern more omnidirectional (8),

meaning of the various lelter symbols is
shown in the illustration of the two turn helix
in fig. 2 and should be clearly understood
(both d and D are diameters) . Being in abso
lute terms, the chart can be used either with
inch or centimeter dimensions, whichever is
most suitable for the reader.

The basis of the chart is linked to fitting an
antenna into the space available as seen from
the vertical axis of the graph. From the space
available one determines by what factor a
full-size antenna must be reduced and then,
fro m the graph, find the helical antenna di
mensions which will suit this antenna size re
duction. The one dimension ratio which is not
covered on the graph is d iD. The chart is
based on a nominal d iD ratio of 1/ 10 but ac
tually will remain fairly accurate as this ratio
goes from 0.01 to 0.3, a range which covers
most of the practical construction needs for a
fixed station situation. In general, however,
the largest wire diameter (d) is desirable
from the viewpoint of reduced losses and
maximum antenna bandwidth.

T ubing, of course, is excellent material to
use if one can bend it propertly. Coaxial cable
(using the shield as a form of flexible tubing)
is also excellent for use.where one can make
some support (such as in an attic) upon
which to wind the cable. The cable need not
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be in new condition and in fact can have suf
fered internal dielectric damage as long as
its shield is intact so surplus cable at bargain
prices, which one may have to be very warY
of for use as a coaxial transmission li ne, is
perfectly suitable. The chart is based upon
circular windings and the closer the windings
are to this form the more accurate the chart
dimensions will be. Discontinu ities and sharp
bends in the windings will distort the radia
tion pattern. However, if the pattern is not too
important and one just wishes to construct a

•general coverage antenna for 80 or 40 meters
in a given space there is no reason why the
windings cannot be diamond-shaped so that
construction is greatly simplified using a
simple wooden support frame.

Design Example
The use of the design chart is best illustrated

by a simple example. For instance, suppose
the space available will only allow construe
tion of an antenna 16~ feet long and it is
desired to construct a 20 meter dipole (having
a normal full scale ~ ,\ length of 33 feet) .
In this case, the length reduction factor is
0.5 and one enters the vertical axis of the
chart in fig . 2 at this value. The D I L ratio is
chosen as 0.01 (0.02 or 0.04 could also be
used depending upon other factors as ex-
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formation is sufficient to construct the an
tenna. The only question one may have is
how much #4 AWG wire is needed. This can
be calculated easily using the formula:

~ V P" + (rr D )2

which simply represents the number of turns
(LI P ) times the lineal length' of one turn if
it were stretched out.

In the case of the example given, the total
length of wire required comes out to about
70 feet . This may seem like quite a bit of
wire to simulate a 33 foot long regular an
tenna but it is necessary because of the load
ing effect of the helical design. As a check of
the graph, one could calculate the length of
wire necessary if the reduction factor were
only 0.8 . In this case, the length of wire
needed is only 36 feet which very closely ap
proaches the normal 33 foot length.

Simil ar to the example shown, one can
calculate the parameters of a helical antenna
for any given band. The graph can also be
used in reverse. That is, one can decide
upon a certain diameter and then use the
graph backwards to find the pitch, length
and other parameters. Such a procedure
might be employed when one wanted to
make the diameter as large as possible to
achieve more of an omnidirectional radiation
pattern . Not all calculations will yield prac
tical solutions. That is, wire sizes may be
indicated which will not handle the trans
mitter power or lengths may be indicated
which fall fa r out of the nominal O.ldI D
ratio of the graph. This does not mean that
such antennas cannot be constructed nor that
they may not be efficient but simply that
the ir resonant frequencies cannot be related
to full size antennas in the same manner
that othe rs can which fall within the design
ran ge of the graph.

Construction
Used within its indicated limits, the graph

of fig. 2 will yield, to a narrow tolerance,
the parameters of a helical antenna. No
graph, however, can take into account all the
factors which modify an individual installa
tion . Some provision, therefore, sho uld be
made for final adjustment of the helical an
tenna using either an s.w.r. meter or a grid
dip meter. Using either instrument, the heli
cal sho uld be tuned in its mounted position
for correct resonance by allowing a few extra
turns on the helix and cutting them off as
necessary. The tuning becomes more critical
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plained shortly). Since L is 1 6~ feet, D is
about 2" . The wire size used is approximate
and determined from the nominal (d i D)
ratio upon which the graph is based of 0.1.
Diameter d is, therefore, 0.1 X 2" or about
the size of # 4 A.W.G. If larger size wire is
available it certainly can be used to advan
tage. The use of smaller size wire (down to a
minimum d l D ratio of 0.01 ) has to be con
sidered in terms of the transmitter power
being used . The use of wire based upon the
minimum diD ratio of 0.01 would indicate
about #24 A.W .G . Such a size of wire might
be useful for tlea power but would certainly
produce terrible ohmic losses if not simply
burn up when used with even a moderate
power transmitter. Using the D I L = 0.0 1
curve on the graph, then , the PI D ratio for
a 0.5 length reduction is found to be 0.75.
The pitch is, therefore, 0.75 X 2" or I~ ",
The 20 meter helical antenna dimensions
are then , in summary, L = 1 6~ feet, D =
2", d = # 4 A.W.G. and P = I~ ", This in-

Figure 2-Graph to determine helical a ntenna dl
mensions based on size reduction desired.
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s the length reduction fac tor is decreased.

Summary
The purpose of this article was to present
simple design means for relatively high

ffi ciency helical antennas. The graph of
g. 2 goes down to a length reduction factor
f about 0.2, which represents an 80 meter
ipole in 24 feet of space. Certainly, helical
ntennas have been made much shorter than
his on 80 meters but then one starts to enter
he realm of relatively inefficient designs,
estricted bandwidth and touchy tun ing, a
ituation comparable to using an inductively
aded mobile whip.
The bandwidth of a helical an tenna with a

ngth reduction fac tor of 0.5 will be about
he same as a full size antenna. A length re
uction factor of 0.3 will usually allow
roper operation Over the c.w. or phone por
'on of the low-frequency bands. Lower
ngth reduction factors produce very rapidly

ecreasing bandwidths over which the S. W. r.

emains below about 2: I or 3: 1.
The graph of fig. 2 can be used to deter
ine the parameters for either a helical di
Ie or a Y-I ,\ helical monopole where the

ther '4 ,\ part of the antenna is simulated
y a ground plane. However, a ground plane
f sufficient size and low-Joss becomes a very
lusive thing on the low-frequency bands and,
enerally, if space limitations permit it at all
balanced form of antenna such as a dipole
ill be found to be a much more efficient type
f reduced size radiator. _

• •
"What's your secret . . . how did you manage
to ge t your antenna up so high by yourself?"
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